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I Pursuant to Clean Air Act 9 505(b)(2) and 4:O CFR 5 70.8(d), the Sierra Clul) 

heregy petitions the Administrator ("the Administrator") of the United States 

Operating 

U.S. 

Qua1 

the 

responses 

DAQ's 

Prevention of Significant Deterioration ("PSD) requirements, any term or 

of any preconstruction permit, any standard or requirement under Clean Air 

111,112,114(a)(3), or 504, acid rain program requirements. 40 C.F.R. 3 70.2. 

operating permits program is a vehicle for ensuring that existing air quality 

are appropriately applied tct facility emission units in a single 

requireiments include the requirement to obtain 

comply with applica~ble new source review requirements." 

Plant, Petition No. 6-99-2 at p. 2 (EPPi Adm'r 1999). 

lolok at whether an emission unit has gone through 

Envil-onmental Protection Agency ("U.S. EPA") to object to proposed revised Title V 

Permit for the Hugh L. Spurlock Generating Station in Maysville, Kentucky 

("Permit"). A copy of the Permit is attached as Exhibit A. The Permit was proposed to 

3PA by the Kentucky Department for Environmental Protectio~~ Division for Air 

ty (hereinafter "DAQ") more th~an 45 days ago. Sierra Club provided comments to 

CIAQ on the draft permit. A true and accurate copy of Sierra Ch~b's written 

comrnents is attached at Exhibit B. CIAQ responded to comments and posted its 

on the internet, but never provided a copy of its responses to Sierra Club. 

response to comments is attached as Ex. C. 

review 

must 

CAA 

U.S.C. 

issuance 

include, 

This petition is filed within sixty days follc~wing the end of U.S. EPA's 45-day 

period as required by Clean Air Act ("CAA") 9 505(b)(2). The Administrator 

grant or deny this petition with.in sixty days after it is filed. If the U.S. EPA. 

Adrrinistrator determines that the Permit does not comply with the requirements of the 

or any "applicable requirement," he must o'bject to issuance of the permit. 42 

5 7661b(b); 40 C.F.R. 5 70.8(c)('l) ("The fU.Sl. EPA] Administra~tor will object to the 

of any permit determined by the Administrator not to be in compliance with 

appl:.cable requirements or requirements of this part."). "Applicable requirements" 

infer alia, any provision of th.e Kentucky State Implementation Plan ("SIP"), 



the p oper New Source Review or PSD permitting; process and, therefore, whether I 
accu ate "applicable requirements," including accurate best achievable control 4 
tech ology limits, are incorporated into the Title \I' permit. In re Chevron Products Co., Ii 

ond, California, Petition No. LX-2004-08 at pp. 11-12 and n.13 (EPA Adm'r 2005). 

the Administrator must object to the Permit because the Permit fails to 

all applicable requirements, including SIP requirements and PSD 

42 U.S.C. 5 7661d(b); 40 C.F.R. 5 70.8(d); New York Public 

I 
I 
I 

The Permit limits particulate nnatter ("PM") emissions from Llnit 1 to 0.14 

I 
I 

and visible emissions to 20% opacity, with the exception of one six-minute 

Intenysf 

1. 

of 40% opacity during startup, cleaning or soot blowing. See Permit, Ex. A, p. 2 5 

Permit requires the source to conduct a stack test to determine a correlation 

PM and opacity. Id. 5 3(a). Presumably, this correlation will be enforceable-- 

a violation of the opacity range will equate to a violation of the PM limit. See 

of Midzoest Generation, LLC, Waukegan Generation Station, Order Responding 

Request That the Administrator Object to Issuance of (a State Operating 

Research Group v. Whitman, 321 F.3d 316,333 n.11 (2nd Cir. 2002). 

The Permit Illegally Limits Evidence Thai: Can Be Used To ]Demonstrate 
Noncompliance with Particulate Matter and Visible Emission Limits for 
Unit 1. 

at p. 20 (EPA Adm'r Sept. 22,2005); see also In Re Port Hudson Operation Georgia 

Petition No. 6-03-01, at pp. 37-40 (EPA Ad~n'r May 9,2003) ("Georgia Pacific"); 

Run Company Buick Mill am! Mine, Petition No. VII-1999-001, at pages 24-25 

July 31,2002) ("Doe Run"); In fhe Ma,tter of Dunkirk Pori~er LLC, Order 

Proposed Operating Permit No. 11-20192-02 at 20 (EPA Adm'r July 31,2003) 

ranges have been established for the ESP opera~ting parameters 

[bas d on emission stack tests], opera~ting the ESP outside of any of these ranges would 

cons 'tute a violation of the title V permit."). Prioi: decisions by the Administrator I; 
requ re such parametric monitoring to be enforceatble. Id. However, although the I 



credi le evidence rule and federal carselaw state otherwise, the Permiit the owner!; and I. 
oper tors of the Spurlock plant may iread the perrnit as limiting the evidence that can be i 
used to establish a violation to the rersults of a U.S. EPA Method 9 test. 

1 Reliance on Method 9 as the sole method for demonstrating non-compliance fails 

to e ure continuous compliance with the underlying permit limit as required bjr 40 .i; 
C.F. . 5 70.6(a)(3)(i)(B). Method 9 observations are inherently not representative of 4 
conti uous compliance because a Method 9 test must be made by an individual p. 
certi ied by the state, who has access to the premilses, and only during daylight hours. ! 
Siew Club v. Public Semice Co. of Colorado, Inc., 894 F.Supp. 1455,14610 (D.Colo. 19'95) 4 
(herc$dter "PSC CO"). Moreover, since a source will likely know when a Method 9 

test i being conducted, it can take stl=ps to achieve compliance which are not 1 
repr sentative of normal operations. Id. t 

Id. a 

An entity which has notice when an observation is to occur 
will be motivated to rneet the corrtpliance standard at that 
time. But continuous compliance, not contrived compliance 
is the goal here. In this regard the United States General 
Accounting Office in its Report to the Chairman, 
Subcommittee on Oversight and Ir~vestigations, Committee 
on Energy and Commt:rce, House of Representatives, stated 
'it is fair to assume that compliancle data being reported by 
States do not indicate what is happening at a facility on a 
day-to-day basis, but rather whetlher the source has been 
determined to be in compliance at an announced inspection 
after it has had the opportunity to optimize the perfol-mance 
of its control equipment. Thus, it indicates whether the 
source is capable of being in compliance rather than whether 
it is in compliance in its day-to-day operations. 

1459-60; see also Credible Evidence Revisions, 62 Fed. Reg. 8313,8315 (Feb. 24,1997). 

I Sierra Club's comments on the draft permit stated: 

[Tlhe Division shol~ld clarify that the monitoring 
requirement in Draft Permit § E;.4.a., page 2-requiring 
EKPC to conduct a Method 9 test or accept the readout from 
the COMS- is a requirement of the CAM rule to ensure 
immediate correction of excess emissions. It is not a limit on 
the type of evidence that can be used to enforce the 
underlying limit. For example, any readout from the COMS 



be used as a demorlstration of compliance with permit limits." See 

Comments, attach~rd as Exhibit C, at p. 24. DAQ reasoned that 

adopted all of the lJ.S. EPA's Credible Evidence Rule into the 

specifically has not adopted 40 C.F.R. 5 51.212. Ill. Thus, DA(,2 

See 

"This 

concludes, "401 KAR 50:055 Section :!(3) specifies that compliance with opacity 

showing a violation of the visible emission limit can be used 
to enforce the permit, regardless of whether the owner 
conducts an additional Method 9 test or not. Moreover, 
COM results are more accurate than Method 9 and Method 9 
testing should not 'cle used instead of COM data to 
determine compliance. 

S.erra Club Comments, attached (as Ex. B, at p 4. However DAQ responded that 

permit contains provisions which require that specific test methods, monitoring 

stan ards shall be determined by Method 9, except as may be provided for by 

adm nisjrative regulation for a specilic category of sources, and that the results of 

cont'nuous monitoring by transmissometer which indicate that the opacity at thc time I 
observations were made wa,s not in exce,ss of the standard ;are probative but 

evidence." Id. 

There is nothing in the Clean Air Act that requires the use of lone method of 

ng violations. PSC CO, 894 F.Supp. at 1461. DAQ focuses on t:he fact that it has 

incorporated the U.S. EPA's Credible Evidence Rule into the Kentucky 

is controlling. Hov~ever, the Credible Evidence Rule did not chqnge 
, 

Instead, it only clarified what wils true before: any evidence car1 be 

noncompliance. 62 Fed. Reg. at 8316 ("Section 51.212(c) is revised 

to cl rify that the inclusion in a state implementation plan (SIP) of enforceable test 4 
met ods for SIP emission limits does not preclude enforcement based on other credible 

evid nce or information.. ."), 8319 ("1Jnder today's rule, the legal burdens regarding the i 
esta lishrnent of violation or compliance in an enforcement action are not changed."). 

The acts in PSC CO are analogous to this case: the Colorado SIP, like the Kentucky SIP P 
here provided that compliance with the visible emission limit "shall. be measured by 1 



EPA ethod 9." PSC CO, 894 F.Supp. at 1459-60. Nevertheless, the PSC CO court held I. 
that ny evidence - especially continuous opacity monitors- could 'be used to i 
dem nstrate non-compliance. Id. at 11459-61; see also U.S. v. LTV Steel Co., Inc., 11 15 0 
F.Su p.2d 624,633 (W.D. Pem. 2000>1. Similarly here, non-complian~ce at Spurlorrk can Ip 
be p oved with COMs data and the I'ermit shoultl, not exclude such evidence. ?he 11 
Ad inistrator should object to the permit because it may create confusion on this point. 1 
40 C F.R. 5 70.8(c)(l). 1 

I The Permit states that there are no operating limitations on Urnit 2. See Permit, 

2. The Permit Illegally Omits O~perating Linnitations Applicable to Unit 2 

See 'erra Club Comments (Exhibit B) at p. 7 and Ex. 2 to Ex. B at pp. 44-47; see al.so Brief e 

Ex. 

of ~ k d  States in Support of Sixth Motion for Summary Judgment,, U.S. u. East 

A, at p. 7 5 1. This is incorrect. A.s Sierra Club notes in its commlents to DAQ: 

When EKPC applied for a permit to construct Unit 2 in 
January 1976, EKPC represented that it would construct and 
operate a pulverized coal unit with a maximum heat input of 
4850 million Btu/hour.l When EIKPC asked to revise the 
maximum heat rate for Unit 2 fronn 4,850 million Btu/hour 
to 5,355 MMBtu/hr the Division rejected the request and 
stated that a PSD permit was required for such modification. 
EKPC has not applied for, nor been issued ,a pre- 
construction permit for a heat rate change to TJnit 2. 
Therefore, the Permit ]nust include the existing operational 
limit of 4,850 million Bt u/hour. 

Ken cky Pozi?er Coop., Case No. 04-034-KSF (E.D. IKy, filed Jan. 17,2006) (arguing that + 
the ,850 MMBtu/hour restriction is an applicable permit requirement). 1 

I 
I lean Air Act requires that a PSD applicant construct and operate the source consistent with and 
I to the specifications provided in its permit application. See 40 C.F.R. 5 52.21(r); see also Notice ~ Issued to East Kentucky Power Cooperative at 7 6 (January 24,2003) (attached as Exhibit D). 
I 



V permit must contain all applicable requirements. The permitting authority 

defer a determination of applicability to some unspecified future date. The 

suit 

limit. 

Power 

response 

action 

this 

must object to the Permit because it lacks an enforceable heat input limit 

Onyx Environmental Services, Order Responding to Petitioners' Request 

Object to Issuance of a State Operating Permit, p. 8 (Adm'r Feb. 

see also Letter from Beverly H. Banister, Director Air, 

USEPA Region 4, to John S. Lyons, Director Dept Env. 

to Title V permit for TVA Plant Paradise for failure 

Moreover, the U.S. EPA issued a Notice of Violation and filed an enforcen~ent 

against East Kentucky Power Coop. for violating the applicable 4,850 MMBtu/ hour 

See NOV, attached as Ex. D, at pp. 1-2; Compl. 11 1,56-59 U.S. v. East Kenlucky 

Coop, Inc., Case No. 04-34-KSF (E.D. Ky.), attached as Ex. F. However, DAQ's 

to Sierra Club's comment states that "U.S. EPA currently h~as an enforcement 

pending on this issue. Upon resolution of that action, the Division will revisit 

issue if necessary." See Response? to Comments (Ex. C) at p. 26. This is insuf ticient; 

including PSD permitting requirements. 42 U.S.C. 5 7661c(a); 40 C F.R. 95 

KAR 51:017. If a source will not be in compliance with a requirement 

3. 

(incl ding PSD) at the time of permit issuance, the applicant must disclose the violation i 

The Permit Illegally Omits PSD Permitting Requirements f~or Unit 2 Despite 
U.S. EPA's Finding of a Violation. 

As noted above, the Permit must assure compliance with all applicable 



and brovide a narrative showing how it will come into compliance and the permit must 

incl de a compliance schedule for bringing the source into compliance. 42 U.S.C:. 5s i 
7661 (b); 40 C.F.R. $5 70.5(c)(4)(i), (511, (8), and (9); 401 KAR 52.020, $is 3(l)(b), 4(1) and 5; P 
Ony at pp. 6-7. 'i 

The DAQ Statement of Basis for the Permit notes that ""U.S. EPA has brought an 

acti in U.S. District court concerning EPA's allegation of past NSR violations on "r 
emis ion unit 02." See Statement of Basis at p. 1 (attached as Exhibit: G hereto). 'I'his is I 
corr ct. On January 24,2003, the U.5;. EPA issued a Notice of Violation to East t 
Ken cky Power Coop. for New Source Review Violations at the Spurlock statiom. See p" 
Ex. 7 . Subsequently, on January 24,2004, the United States filed an enforcement: action 

in fe era1 district court against East Icentucky Power Coop. ("EKPC") for New Source F 
Revi w violations. See complaint, United States v. East Kentucky Po7uer Coop., Case No. I 

(E.D. Ky) (Exhibit F). Acc'ording to the U.S. EPA, EKPC's; New Source 

are based on the following facts: 

In January 1976, EKPC applied for a construction pernnit for Unit 2. See 
Ex. D, pp. 8-14. In its application, EKPC represented that it would 
construct and operate a pulverized coal unit with a maximum heat input 
of 4850 million Btu/ho.ur. Id., p. 12. 

On November 10,1982,, EPKC was issued a Title V operating permit 
which required EKPC to operate Unit 2 at or below the maximum hourly 
heat input of 4850 MMBtu/hr. Id., p. 37. 

In August, 1992, EKPC began supplying steam from LJnit 2 to another 
facility, Inland Container Corp., despite the fact that EKPC's 1976 
construction permit application for Unit 2 stated that all steam generated 
at Unit 2 would be used to generate electricity. Id. at 2-3. 

By operating Unit 2 to ljupply steam to Inland Container, EKPC violates 
the requirement to operate in accordance with its appIication. 40 C1.F.R. 5 

7 



52.21(r)(l). Moreover, the increased steam demand created by conr~ecting 
to Inland Container Coi:p and supplying steam also violated the Clean Air 
Act because it resulted :in an unpermitted significant net emission 
increase. 

EKPC has begun operating Unit 2 at rates far in excess of 4,850 
MMBtu/ hr. EKPC asked for the DAQ's permission fc~r this change (from 
4,850 MMBtu/hr to 5,355 MMBtu/hr) in a letter dated December 15,1993. 
Id., p. 40. However, DPiQ warned EKPC that such an increase in heat 
input rate, without a EiD pre-construction permit, vio:lates the Clem Air 
Act. Id., p. 42. Despite this warning from DAQ, EKPC did increase the 
maximum heat rate for Unit 2 without a preconstruction permit. This 
operational change, which was prohibited by EKPC's existing permits, 
violates 401 KAR 51:01;', sec. 8 because it constitutes an unpermitted 
major modification. Secp also 42 U.S.C. 5 7475(a). 

EKPC also made physical changes necessary to provide steam to Inland 
were not permitted by the Title V permit. Id. These changes constitute a 
physical change subject to PSD permitting. 40 C.F.R. 5 52.21(b)(2)(iii)(f). 

EKPC made significant modifications to Unit 2 which increased the peak 
generation capacity from 508 to 585 MW. Based on EPA's analysis, EKPC 
anticipated, and subsequently experienced, an increase in utilizatioin of 
Unit 2. Id., pp. 3-4. The anticipated increase in utilization correlated to a 
significant net increase in pollutants regulated under the Clean Air Act. 
Id. Despite this anticipated significant net emissions increase, EKPC 
undertook a physical change without a pre-constructio~n permit by 
replacing a high-pressure turbine wnth a turbine of a new and different 
design. Id. 

An NOV and commencement of a civil suit conclusively demonstrates "non- 

com liance for purposes of the Title V review process." New York Public Interest P 
Rese rch Group v. Johnson, 427 F.3d 172,180 (2nd Cir. 2005). The NOV is EPA's official i 
find ng that Spurlock is in violation of PSD preconstruction permitting requirements. i 

181; 42 U.S.C. 5 7413(a)(1). Because the U.S. EPA expressly found violations, as 

ibed in both the NOV and the Complaint filed against East Kentucky Power 

Coo ., the Permit must address these violations. Specifically, the Peirmit must contain a P 



iance schedule pursuant to which East Kentucky Power Cooperative is required 

in the necessary PSD permits <and comply with best achievable control 

ogy limits. 42 U.S.C. 3 7661b(b); 40 C.F.R. 3 70.5(~)(4), (5), (8)1 and (9); 401 KAR 

secs. 3-5; Onyx at pp. 6-7. 

Additionally, because Unit 2 underwent a major modification, its emissions 

increment. Emissions from Unit 4 (the newest unit) cannot cause or contribute 

tion of a maximum allowable increase over the baseline air quality. 401 KAR 

c. 9. Baseline air quality ex;pressly excludes "[alctual emissions at a major 

hich result from construction commencing after the major source baseline 

egardless of whether the major source commenced constn~ction before or after 

source baseline. 401 KAR 51:001, Section l(22). In other words, major 

ons, whether permitted or not, consumer increment because they are not 

the "baseline." DAQ issued the Permit and a PSD permit for Unit 4 without 

the impact of Unit 2's en~issions on increments. Neither EKPC nor [IAQ 

additional emissions from Unit 4 together with the increased emissions 

or modifications on Unit 2, to determine whether such emissions violate 

01 KAR 51:017, sec. 9. Therefore, the Administrator must object to the 

and until each of the following is dlone: 

1) EKPC submits a complete application, including a sworn disclosure of 
its violations of New Source Review permitting requirements; 

2) EKPC submits a compliance schedule sufficient to blring Unit 2 into 
compliance with all requirements of the Clean Air Act; 



3) The Permit includes ,a compliance schedule that brings Unit 2 into 
compliance with all applicable requirements, including New Source 
Review; and 

4) The increased emissions from major modifications ad Unit 2 are 
modeled as consuming increment, rather than being included in the 
baseline concentration. 

I Sierra Club's public comments on the draft permit noted that the Permit omits an 

imp rtant requirement to operate Unit 3 in accordance with the plans and specif~lcations 

4. 

sub itted as part of the pre-construction permit application for that: unit. See Ex. B at p. rf 

The Permit Omits A Require~ment That EKPC Construct an~d Operate Unit 3 In 
Accordance With Its Permit Application. 

at p. 31. Sierra Club's cominents noted that such plans and specifications 

characteristics, control equipment, and maximum heat .rating. Id. 

Ho ever, DAQ responded that " [tlhe permittee is constrained to build and operjate in i 
acco dance with all terms and clonditions contained in the permit.. . [which] is written i 
base on the application.. ." Ex.. C at p. 31. ,In other words, DAQ di~d not include a B 
requ'rement that EKPC construct and operate in accordance with its application -- I 
requ'ring only that it operate in acco~rdance with its permit. This is insufficient. 'The t 
Clea Air Act requires that a PSD ap.plicant construct and operate the source consistent I 

provided in its permit application. 40 C.F.R. 5 

("An owner or operator of a source or 

regulation who begins actual construction 

operate the source or modification iin 

the cabinet under this administrative 



object. 

5, 

12 ar.d 

pernr.it 

Unit 

must 

stating 

time." 

be 

prov.de 

on 

Title 

regu:.ation and 401 KAR 52:020 or untder the terms of an approval to construct.") 

Ther?fore, the Permit omits an applicable requirement and the Adrrdnistrator must 

The Permit Contains Erronea~us BACT Limits For Unit 3. 

BACT limits established in priior Title I permits can be revisited in Title V 

perrritting processes if it is established that the historic BACT detenmination was 

erroneous. In re Chevron Products Co., Richmond, Cnlifornia, Petition IVo. IX-2004-08 at 11- 

n.13 (remanding a Title V permit to the state permitting agency because ;I PSD 

issued ten year prior contained an erroneous BACT limit). The PSD permit for 

3 contains a number of erroneous BACT limats and, therefore, the Administrator 

object to the Permit. 

Sierra Club's public comments showed that the Unit 3 'BACT' limits for visible 

emissions, S02, PM/PM10, NOx ancl SAM are erroneous. Ex. B. D,4Q responded by 

that "[tlhe BACT determinatiion for Unit 3 was made during a previous 

pern-.itting action and there is no basis for performing a new BACT ,analysis at this 

Ex. C p. 32. This incorrectly assumes that 1) prior erroneous BACT limits cannot 

ccrrected when incorporated into a Title V permit; and 2) Sierra Club did not 

any facts showing that the Unit 3 BACT limits should be lower. DAQ is wrong 

both counts. First, as noted above; erroneous BACT limits can be corrected during a 

V permitting process. Second, Sierra Club provided the following facts 

demonstrating that the Permit's BACT limits for Unit 3 are erroneouls: 



a) Visible Emissions (Opacity) 

The Permit does not contain a visible emission BACT limit for PM and SAM 

emi sions from Unit 3. See Permit pp. 12-13. Instead, the Permit contains only a visible 

emi ion limit based upon 401 KAR !59:016, sec. 3(2), which is the New Source 

Perf rmance Standard. This is insufficient to satisfy the requirements of 401 KAli I 
51:O 7, sec. 8, which requires a BACT limit to include visible emission standards. 1 Any new or modified major source, including Spurlock Unit :3, must have a 

per it requiring BACT. 401 KAR 51:017, sec. 8. BACT is expressly (defined as an. 

pollt 

52.21 

BACT 

to 

because 

For 

opac:.ty, 

See 

http:,/ 

Final.pdf, 

Gree;~ 

"emissions limitation including a visible emission standard," for each "regulated NSR 

tant." 401 KAR 51:001, Section Z(25) (emphasis added); see also 40 C.F.R. 5 

(b)(12). Therefore, the plain language of 401 KAR 51:001 Section l(25) defines 

as expressly "including a visible emission standard." Howevler, the Permit fails 

include limits that include visible emission standards for PM/PMlO and SAM-- the 

poll~.tants that create visible emissions. The Administrator must object to the Permit 

it fails to "includ[e] a visible emission standard." 401 KAR 51:001, sec. l(25). 

Notably, other coal plants have BACT limits that include visible emission lihits. 

example, the Springerville facility in Arizona has a BACT limit of 15 percent 

and the Mid-America facility in Council Bluffs has an opacity limit of 5 percent. 

Iowa DNR Permit No. 03-A-425-P, 910a (Permit available online at 

/aq48.dnraq.state.ia.u~:8080/ psd/ 7801 026/ PSD-PN-02-258/ 03-A-425-P- 

last visited October 28,2005). The Fort James (Fort Howar~d) paper mill in 

Bay, Wisconsin, has a 10% opacity BACT limit for its 500 MW CFB boiler. See 



Be L cated At 1919 South Broadway, Green Bay, Brown County, W:isconsin, p. 8 (May /I 

I 

of a 

88), attached as Ex. 4 to Ex. B. 

b) Sulfur Diioxide Limits 

Preconstruction Review and Prelimii~ary Determination on the Proposed Construction 

Circulating Fluidized Bed Comblustion Boiler for Fort Howard ]Paper Company to 

The Permit contains an SO2 limit for Unit 3 of 0.20 lb/MMBtu, based on a 24 

hou average. See Permit, Ex. A., p. 13. This limit does not represent BACT for Unit 3 as 1 
of Ju e, 2002, when construction commenced on Unit 3. A permit was issued to AES 

Puer o Rico, well before Unit 3 commenced construction, which estztblishes a 0.022 I 
lb/ MBtu SO2 limit, based on a three hour average. See Ex. 5 to Ex. B at p. 3. The AES "t 

o Rico facility consists of two coal-fired CFB units similar to Spurlock Unit 3. Id. 

Spurlock Unit 3 has a ESACT limit almost ten times higher than the AES 

Rico plant. The AES Puerto Rico limit must be presumed to be BACT for Unit 3 

EKPC has not demonstrated that it is not technologically feasible or cost 

nor that it causes unique ad,verse energy or environmental collateral im~pacts. 

PA, Ne.ril Source Revien~ Wc)rksholp Manual (Draft 1990) (hereinafter "NSR Malnual") 

Neromont Nevada Energy Investments, LLC, TS Po7oev Plant, PSD Appeal No. 05-04, 

Slip pinion at 16 (EAB Dec. 21,20051). Moreover, other BACT limits established for 0 
coal ired CFB units in California prior to the Unit 3 preconstruction permit estab~lished 1 
lowe $ 0 2  emission rates. i 

Pyropower Corp. received a SO2 BACT limit of 0.039 lb/ MMBtu for a 49.9 
MW coal fired CFB in 1986. See Ex. 6 to Ex. B at p. 2. 



BMCP (Thomas Oil) received an SO2 BACT limit of 0.039 lb/MMBtu (96% 
control) for a coal fired CFB in 1986. Id. at 3. 

Cogeneration National Corp. received an SO2 BACT limit of 95% control 
for two coal fired (ZFB units in 1985. Id. at 4. 

Neither EKPC nor DAQ demonstrates that these limits are nolt feasible for Unit 3. 

efore, Unit 3 must be assumed to be subject to these lower limits as BACT. NSR 

Man a1 at 8.24. The SO2 limit for Unit 3 does not represent BACT for Unit 3 at the time I 
unit13 commenced construction. Therefore, the Permit contains a deficient limit and the 

Ad inistrator must object. A correct BACT limit for Unit 3 would ble much lower, .I 
resu ting in significantly less air pollution. 1 

I c) Particulatle Matter Limits 

"met od 5" as the test method used to measure PM, it does not refer to U.S. EPA 

Met od 5. Instead it refers to Pennsy1,vania method 5. This is an important distinction. k 

averaged 

3. 

Spur.ock 

PM10 

The +sts conducted on Northampton include condensible I'M, which is not included in 

The Permit contains an erroneous PM BACT limit for Unit 3 of 0.015 lb/MMBtu, 

over three hours. See Ex. A at p. 12. This does not represent BACT for I'M 

emissions from a coal-fired CFB unit ,at the time that construction commenced on Unit 

P~rnnsylvania issued a PSD permit in April 1995 to the Northampiton Generating 

Company with a total PMlO limit of Cl.0088 lb/MMBtu. See Ex. 4 to Ex. B at pp. 13-14. 

Nortlampton is a 1,146 MMBtu/hr circulating fluidized bed boiler, which is similar to 

Unit 3. Compliance testing (at Northampton in February, 2001, reported total 

emissions of 0.0045 lb/MMBtu. Id. AIthough the Northampton permit ideintifies 



. EPA Method 5 test. Pennsylvania's "Method 5" includes both front half and 

emissions (i.e., both filterable and condensible PM). See Ex. 8 to Ex. B. In 

se to requests for information about the tests at Northampton, the Pennsylvania 

nfirmed that the compliance tests for Northampton include~d condensible 

PM in the backhalf of the sampling train. Id. Therefore, the Northampton test 

ndicate that coal-fired CFB boilers were aichieving much lower emission:; before 

as permitted. DAQ cannot ignore this evidence. If DAQ does not establish 

emissions from Unit 3 based on the maximum control achieved in 

t other similar units, it must jusay its decision. NSR Manual at B.24. In this 

simply refused to address the issue. 

Because Northampton is achieving lower emission rates, andl neither EKPC nor 

hown any reason why such lower emission rates cannot be achieved at 

the BACT limit for total I'M emissions at Spurlock 3 must be revised to 

MBtu. NSR Manual at B.24 ("[iln the absence of a showing of differences 

proposed source and previously permitted sources achieving lower 

its, the permit agency should conclude that the lower emission limit is 

e for that control alternative."); Ne7i)rnont Nevada Energy Inz?estments,. Slip 

16 (E.A.B. 2005). The Administrator must object to the Permit for tlhis 

an 

d) Nitrogen Oxides Limit 

The Draft Permit contains a permit limit of 0.07 to 0.1 Ib/MMBtu (depending on 

in.tia1 optimization study) for NOx from Unit 3. This is purportedly BACT for NOx 



NO limits than Spurlock 3 prior to the initial Spurlock 3 permit. While lower liimits at xi 

whe:n 

lower 

why 

faci1:ty 

befo::e 

a si ilar facility is not conclusive as to BACT for Unit 3, neither the applicant nor DAQ 

". 

Unit 3 was constructed. However, BACT in 2002 (when Unit 3 commenced 

construction), was much lower. A number of coal-fired CFB units in California lhad 

BACT limits for NOx before 2002 and neither EKPC nor DAC) offers any Elasis for 

Unit 3 should not be subject to as stringent a BACT limit. For (example, the BMCP 

had a NOx BACT limit of 0.039 lb/MMBtu for its coal-fired CFB boiler well 

the Spurlock 3 permit was issued. See Ex. 6 to Ex. B at p. 3. The 0.0039 

lb/hlMBtu limit for NOx at the BMCP facility represents 80% control of NOx from that 

sho s any reason why Unit 3 cannot achieve the lower limits being achieved at similar "i 

ty. Id. As noted below for Unit 4, other coal-fired CFB units were subject t r ~ l  lower 

facil' ies. Therefore, the BACT limit for Unit 3 was in error when initially issued and t 
mus be corrected before the Title V .permit can issue. NSR Manual at B.24 (" [i]n the t 
abse ce of a showing of differences between the proposed source and previously I 

itted sources achieving lower einission limits, the permit agency should conclude 

lower emission limit is representative for that control altern,ative."). The 

must object because the Permit contains an erroneous BACT limit for 

NOx emissions from Unit 3, which allows much higher emission of .NOx than allowed 

by t e Clean Air Act. Y 
e) Sulfuric Acid Mist Limit 

I The Permit contains a SAM limit of 0.005 lb/MMBtu on a thirty day average, 

whic does not represent BACT for Unit 3 as of the date Unit 3 cornrnenced i 



See Ex. A at p. 13 T[ k. BACT for SAM in 2002 was much lower. The AES 

for a similar coal-fired CFB unit, includes much lower BACT limits 

before the Unit 3 permit. The AES Puerto Rico permit established a 

a similarly sized CFB boiler to Unit 3) of 0.0024 lb/MMKtu. See 

this emission limit was established foir a similar sized CFB 

and assumed to be cost effective and BACT for 

sput/lock 3. NSR Manual at B.24. Neither EKPC nor DAQ offers evidence refuting that 

unit3 can achieve this lower BACT limit for SAM. Therefore, the A,dministrator must 

obje t to the Permit as containing an erroneous SAM BACT limit for Unit 3. I 
condnuous compliance with the permit limits during the relevant time periods. 40 

6 ,  The Limits For Unit 3 Are Not Enforceable And Do Not Require Monitoring to 
Ensure Continuous Compliance. 

j A Title V permit must require monitoring sufficient to ensure that the source is in 
1 
I 

C.F.1:. 

In re 

Perr.it 

Pacific, 

Run  

55 70.6(a)(3)(i)(B). When operating parameters are relied upom to demonstrate 

compliance, the permit must either: (1) establish an enforceable paralmeter range 

correlated to compliance with the relevant limits; or (2) specify a method for 

estakllishing a range and provide that such range is an enforceable permit requirement. 

Midzi~esf Generation, LLC, Waukegan Generafion Sfation, Order Responding to 

Petit:onerls Request That the Administrator Object to Issuance of a State Operating 

at pp. 20-21 (September 22,2005); see also In re Port Hudson Opemtion Georgia 

Petition No. 6-03-01, at pages 37-40 (May 9,2003) ("Georgia F'acific"); In Re Doe 

Company Buick Mill and Mine, Petition No. VII-1999-001, at pages 24-25 (July 31, 



2002 ("Doe Run"); In re Dunkirk Pozoer LLC, Order Objecting to Proposed Operating I 
Per it No. 11-2002-02 at 20 (Adm'r July 31,2003) ("Once the operating ranges have been + 
esta lished for the ESP operating parameters [based on emission stack tests], operating i 

liance based on stack testing and that range must be enforceable. Waukegan at pp. 

Dunkirk Poziler at 20; Doe Run at pp. 24-25. The Permit fails to cia1 so and, 

the 

perrrlit."); 

70 

opac.ty 

if the 

Perrrit 

violation 

range 

ore, the Administrator must object to the Permit as containing insufficient 

for PM/PM10. 

ESP outside of any of these ranges would constitute a violation of the title V 

In the Matter of Oxy Vinyls, LP, Louisville, Kentucky, 0bjectior.r to Proposed Part 

03erating Permit No. 212-99-TV (Feb. 1,2001) ("The permit must specify the 

para:netric range or procedure used to establish that range, as well als the frequency for 

re-e\.aluating the range."). 

The Permit contains insufficient monitoring to ensure compliance with Pbf and 

hazaydous air pollution ("HAP") limits, including hydrogen fluoride. The Permit uses 

as a surrogate for PM/PM10 compliance. Permit, Ex. A, at pl. 16 7 b. However, 

source violates the opacity surrogate, it is required to conduct ia stack test. Id. The 

does not explicitly state that a violation of the opacity surrogate range is a 

of the PM limit. U.S. EPA decisions require that a surrogate monitoring 

- specifically opacity COMs data-must be enforceable as part of the permit. 

Spec..fically, U.S. EPA has determined that if opacity is used as a surrogate for $, 

continuous PM monitoring, the permit must that shows PM 



The monitoring for HAPs is also deficient. The Permit requires annual st,alck tests 

to e ure compliance with limits for volatile HAPs, mercury, hydro,gen chloride, "r. 
hydr gen fluoride, beryllium, lead, and metals. See Permit, Ex. A., at p. 15. However, t' 
the ermit contains no method for ensuring compliance during the 12: months between I 
tests While the Permit requires the source to sarrlple the fuel to establish a correlation 1 

en emissions and the HAP content in the fuel, it does not state that it is doing so 

to es ablish a method for monitoring continuous compliance. Insteatd, it requires a t 
corr lation between HAP emissions and HAP content in the fuel to be establishecl over ei 
a thr e-year period, at the end of which the permittee can petition to use fuel grab i 
Sam les rather than stack tests. In fact, DAQ's Response to Comments states that t 

ss and until [a petition to substitute fuel sampling for stack testing] is made, the 

de indicator value is not the approved compliance demonstration method, and 

ther$fore an exceedances of the fluoride indicator value is not a violation of the fluoride 

ensu ing continuous compliance. In fact, it directly conflicts with prior U.S. EPA i 
limit." 

decis'on holding that surrogate monitoring ranges must be made enforceable in the P 

Ex. C at p. 34. This does not satisfy the requirement to establish a method for 

per it. A once-per-year stack test is simply not enough. The Administrator must I 
objec to the Permit and require modifications to the Permit that require regular t 

ling of fuel HAP content and an enforceable correlation between fueI HAP 

and HAP emissions. 



The Permit Contains BACT Limits for Unit 4 That Violate Applicable 
Requirements In the Clean Air Act and Implementing Regulations. 

a) Introduction 

Rather than establishing a static emission limit for new sourcces, Congress chose 

to r uire an emission limit based on the "maximum degree of reduction . . . achievable + 
for s ch source" at the time the source is construc:ted. 42 U.S.C. §§ 7475(a)(4) (new i. 
sour es are subject to BACT), 7479(3) (BACT definition). The result is increasing1.y 

stri ent limits as technology and experience improves the ability to reduce or capture .I 
poll tants. The Clean Air Act defines BACT as t 

[Aln emission limitation based on the maximurn degree of 
reduction of each pollutant subject to regulation.. . emitted or 

" which results from any major emitting facility,, which the 
permitting authority, on a case-by-case basis, taking iinto account 
energy, environmental, and economic impacts and other costs, 
determines is achievable for such facility through the application of 
production processes and available methods, systems, and 
techniques, including fuel cleaning, clean fuels, or treatment or 
innovative fuel combustion techniques for control of each 
pollutant. 

42 U~S.C. 1 7479(3). The Kentucky SIP includes a similar definition. 401 KAR 51 001, 

sec. (25). BACT requires a forward-looking analysis of what the facility can achieye in i 
ture, based on what is presently known about the effectiveness of the best 

control options. Nerornon t Nevada Energj h v e s  tmenf,  Slip Op. at 16. 

DAQ is required to perform and document its analysis to ensure that 

"T limits are at least as stringent as federal BACT. 42 U.S.C. § 7475(a)(4); 40 

C.F. . § 52.21(j). To implement the BACT permitting, EPA established a "top- ? 



d o h  BACT analysis" process, which it outlined in the USEPA's NSR Manunl.2 

The op-down BACT analysis consists of five steps: I 
1. Identify all control technologies (including lowest achievable 

emission rate or LAER) 

I 2. Eliminate technically infeasible options 

3. Rank the remaining control technologies by control 
effectiveness 

4. Evaluate the most effective control and d0cumen.t results 

opti n is selected as BACT unless the applicant demonstrates, similar to the top t 
NSR 

alter ative, that technical, environmental, or economic considerations justify the t' 

5. Select BACT 

Manual at Table B-1. If the top alternative ir; rejected, the next most stringent 

rejec -on of the second option. Citizens for Clean Air u. EPA, 959 F.2cl839,845 (9th Cir. i. 
1992 ("The top-down approach places the burden of proof on the applicant to justify I 
re: S okane Regzonal Waste-to-Energy Applicnnt, PSI1 Appeal No. 88-12 (EPA June 9, 1 
why 

1989 ); NSR Manual at B.2; see also In re: Inter-Po~oer of Ne.ti) York, Inc. 5 E.A.D. 130,135 I 

the proposed source is unable to apply the best technology available."); see izlso In 

(EA 1994) ("Under the 'top-down' approach, peirmit applicants mu~st: apply the :most 1 
strin ent control alternative, unless the applicant can demonstrate tlhat the alternative is !' 
not t chnically or economically acluevable."); In re Pennsauken Couni!y,, Ne7u Jersey i 
The 

implements 
Appeals 
Manual 
rationally 

:VSR Manual controls BACT determinations in Kentucky as a practical matter. First, DAQ explicitly 
PSD permitting in Kentucky by applying the NSR Manual. Second, the Environmental 

Board has held that, when a state permitting agency attaches importance to the NSR Manual, the 
then serves as "an important reference point in assessing whether [the agency] has acted 

in the context of a given permit." In re General Motors, Inc., 1 0  E.A.D. 360,366 (EAB 2002) 



energy, environmental, or economic impacts- which are unique to the 

Resource 

27,28 

B.29. 

estat)lish 

The [collateral impacts] clause [of the BACT definition] 
allows rejection od the most effective technology as BACT 
only in limited circumstances. The colIateral impacts clause 
operates primarily as a safety valve whenever unrrsual 
circumstances specific to the facility make is appropriate to 
use less than the most effective tech~~ology. 

Recovery Facility, 2 E.A.D. 667 (Adm'r 1988), available at 19(88 EPA App. LEXIS 

(Nov. 10,1988) ("Thus, the 'tolp-down' approach shifts the burclen of proof to the 

applicant to justify why the prolposed source is uinable to apply the best technol(:lgy 

avai:.able."). The intent is to default to the lowest possible emission rate. NSR hl'nnual at 

To demonstrate that the top-ranked control option should not be used to 

BACT, the applicant must prove that the most effective option must be 

Cogeneration Project, 7 E.A.D. 107,116-17 (EAB 1997) (emphasis original); 

Color Press, Inc., 3 E.A.D. 474,4:78 (Adm'r 1990) (collateral impacts 

clau e focuses on the specific bxiJ impacts); see also NSR Manual at E1.;!9 (stating that the 

enerP , environmental, or economic impacts exception to the top-control option is 

narr w and must be used sparingly). i 

- 

NSR Manual); Masonzfe Corporation, 5 E.A.D. 558 (EAB 1994.); Infer- 

pollution 

the 

Although the focus of a BACT analysis is mainly on the control technology or 

prevention practices applicable to an applicant source, BACT actually refers to 

n~meric emission limit (i.e., ;pounds per Million Btu heat input or pounds per hour) 



red ction system). Three Mountain Poroer 10 E.A.D. 31,54 (EAB 2001). Therefore, after 1 
that 

DA determines the "top" pollutant control opti.on, it must set a cor1:esponding limit ? 

corresponds with a specific, "best," control option (i.e., a selective catalytic 

base on the maximum pollution reduction achievable by that control technology. 42 1 
U.S. . 3 7479(3). e- 

b) The BACT Limits Fox Unit 4 Are Unlawfully Based On The 
Applicant's Proposed Fuel, Rather Than On Clean Fuels, 
As Required By the Clean Air Act. 

The Permit's BACT limits for Unit 4 were established by giving "more weight to 

thos facilities burning similar fuel in proposing BACT" for Spurloclk 4. See EKPC Jan. t 
definition of BACT, the legislative history of the Clean Air Act, or EPA guidance. 

the contrary, it is well established that an applicant and permitting authorxty 

whether lower pollution rates are achievable by switching to a cleaner 

rejection based on site-specific collateral impacts, BACT must be 

2006 

based on clean fuels and/or fuel cleaning. 

Sulfur dioxide emissions from power planks like Spurlock 4 originate as sulfur in 

Some of the sulfur content in the coal is removed prioir to the boiler., some 

the boiler, and some is converted into sulfur trioxide. However, m.ost of 

coal is transformed into SO2 in the boiler. As the sulfur content of the 

Submittal p. 2 (attached hereto at Ex. H). This truncated analysils is not supported 

coal eing fired decreases, so too do the emissions of $02. Therefore, when attempting t 
I to co trol SO2 emissions from a coal-fired power plant, the place to start is where SO2 + 



of less-polluting fuels as a way to reduce emissions. 42 U.S.C. § 7479(3) 

as the "maximum degree of reduction achievable.. . through.. . clean 

Kentucky SIP also defiines BACT as requiring consideration of 

51:001, § l(25). Th~e legislative history of the Clean Air 

to create a preference for lower pollluting fuels. The 1990 Clean Aiir Act 

revised section 169(3) to expressly require "clean fuels" as a pollution 

that must be considered when detaerrnining BACT. F'ub. L. No. 549 5 

2399,2631-32. EPA's contempor,aneous interpretation of this 

was that the "clean fuels" requirement in the definition of BACT cotlifies 

clean fuels are an available means of reducing emissions to be 

with other approaches in identifying BACT level controls." Letter 

U.S. EPA Assistant Adrn'r for Air and Radiation, to Henry A. 

on Health and Environment (Oct. I;', 1990), reprinted in 

If there were any doubts as to what Congress intended when it required a 

perytting agency to consider clean fuels when establishing BACT limits, EPA put31them 

to ref t: 

The phrase 'clean fuels' was added to the definition of BACT 
in the 1990 Clean Air Act amendments. EPA described the 
amendment to add 'clean fuels' to the definition of BACT at 
the time the Act passed, 'as * * * codifying its present 
practice, which holds that clean fuels are an available means 
of reducing emissions to be considered along with other 
approaches to identifying BACT level controls.' EPA policy 
with regard to BACT has for a long time required that the 
permit writer examine the inherent cleanliness of the fuel. 



of Nezo York, 5 E.A.D. at 134 (emphasis added, internal citations omitted); 

at 136; Old Dorn,inion Electric Coopemtiue, 3 E.A.D. at '794, n. 39 (EAB 

should include consideration of cleaner forrr~s of the fuel 

Hibbing Taconite, 2 E.A..D. at 842-843 (remanding a permit 

lailed to consider burning natural gas as a viable 

United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit 

Co., lrnc. v. EPA, that low sulfur fuel could be selected as 

burn high sulfur fuel. 723 F.2d 14410,1442 (9th Cir. 

However, the BACT determination for Spurlock 4 failed to consider lower sulfur 

acco ding to the "traditional top-down BACT prolcedures and selection criteria." See t 

coal 

SO2 

use 

hereyo 

when 

that 

Lett r from Donald I. Newell, DAQ, ito Mike Binkley, EKPC p. 1 (Oct. 19,2005) 1 

as a method to reduce SO2 emissions. In fad:, the applicant attempted to justify an 

BACT limit higher than the limits set for similar facilities, because Spurlock 4 will 

high sulfur coal. See Sept. 13,2004 Permit Application pp. 3-8 to 3-9 (attached 

as Ex. I); EKPC Jan. 2006 Submittal, Ex. H, p. 21.3 This is not ,a lawful exercise 

establishing a BACT limit. In fact, the U.S. EPA has already taken the posl tion 

:.ewer sulfur fuel must be used to establish BACT for Spurlock 4, or be rejected 

(atta hed as Exhibit J hereto) (requiring EKPC to provide a cost-per-ton-SO2 analysis t 
3 EKPZ actually tries to have it both ways, by also arguing that it should be subject to a less stringent PM 
limit 
new 

;.lso because it "wishes to have the capability to fire both high and low-sulfur coal in the proposed 
CIFB Boiler." Permit Application p. 3-8 (Sept. 13,2004). 



coal were not cost effective, EKPC would still h,ave to consider 
high-sulfur coal it proposes to burn as a method of reducing the \ 

due 

have 

appl 

wou:.d 

burns 

year. 

tons 

Id. 

(an 

agencies typically consider any cost of less than $10,000 per ton to be cost effective for criteria 
thorough review of BACT determinations at power plants between 1979 and 1999 indicates 

control ranged to $7529/ton in 2002 dollar!;. Expert Report of Ranajit Sanhu, United 
Case. No. C2-99-1181 (S.D. Ohio) pp. 33-34, attached as Exhibsit 12 to Ex. B. The 

Management District established a $9000/ ton threshold for SO2 BACT 
South Coast Air Quality Management District, Best Auailnble Conhvol 

and Procedures (May 21,1999), attached at Exhibit 13 to Ex. B. This 
a simple inflation calculation by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. This 

years and some agencies have found costs of $12,000 per ton to be 
Area Air Quality Management District iissued guidelines for 

-which establish a $18,300/ ton threshold for S02. Bay Area 
Workbook, Chidelines for Best Auailiable Control Technologj, 

:o EPA's determination "that fuel switching iis an acceptable BPiCT alternatl-ve.. ."). 

Therefore, the Administrator must object to the Permit. 

If DAQ had complied with the letter and spirit of the Clean Air Act, it would 

established BACT for SO2 and SAM at much lower rates. According to the 

.cant's own analysis, using Powder River Basin coal, or low-sulfur eastern 

biturninous coal, would reduce SO2 emissions by 1,700 tons per year, or more, and 

be cost effective. See EK.PC Jan. 2006 Submittal, Ex. H, pp. 7-8.4 If Spurlock 4 

high-sulfur coal (as it is proposing to do), if: will release 2,208 tons of SO2 per 

Id. However, if Spurlock 4 burned eastern low-sulfur coal, it would release 302 

of SO2 per year. Id. This switch. is cost effecfive at $3,092 per ton5 of SO2 reduced. 

PLdditionally, if Spurlock 4 burned PRB coal, it would emit 270 tons of SO2 per year 

88% reduction from the facility as proposed). Id. This switch is (also cost effective at 



$8,0 3/ton6. Id. Both of these cleaner fuels is a cost-effective method to reduce '$02 i 
emi sions and must be used as a basis for establishing a BACT limit for S02. i 
I 

Contrary to DAQ's response to Sierra Club's comments, establishing BACT 

base on low sulfur, clean fuel does not "redefine" the fundamental purpose of the 

pro osed source. In re Hibbing Taconite Company, 2 E.A.D. at 842-43 (Admlr 1989) 1 
aining that the "redefining the source" policy only prevents the permitting agency 

requiring the applicant to build a different fype of facility, not a fuel with different 

char cteristics). Moreover, EKPC, itself, actually plans to use low sulfur coal. See Sept. I 
04 Permit Application, Ex. I, p. 3-8 (EKPC ".wishes to have the capability to fire 

and low-sulfur coal.. ."). Ironically, while asserting its plan to burn high 

sulf r coal as the reason it should not be requiredl to achieve a lower SO2 limit, E:KPC i 
also sserts its plan to burn low-sulfur coal as a reason it should not be required to I 

I ve a lower PM limit. Id. In fact, DAQ's Response to Comments rejects the 

I appl cant's argument that BACT should be based on the applicant's chosen coal. Ex. C I 
The EAB's decision in In re Neri?rnont Nevada Energy Investvrzent, LLC, PSD Appeal 

I No. 5-04 (EAB Dec. 21,2005), is not contrary. In Neromont, as the EAB specifically d 
l ed out, the petitioner did not contest the fuel. selection proposed for the plant. 

Nero ont Nevada Energy Investment, at p. 22. In thns case, Sierra Club & asking the II/ 
It 

therefore 
98% 
achievable 

should be noted that EKPC's analysis also underestimates the SO2 removal for PRB coal, and 
increases the cost-per-ton of SO2 removed. See EKPC Jan. 2006 Submittal, Ex. H, p. 7 (assumes 

control for all coals, except PRB coal). If the same 98% control were assumed for PRB coal (which is 
with various wet scrubbers), the cost per ton of SO2 removed for PRB coal is $5,83B/ton. This 



Ad inistrator to object to the Title V permit for Spurlock because it does not include an + 
accu ate BACT limit for S02. DAQ's refusal to elstablish BACT for 502  based on lower P 
sulf r fuels is an error that results in an SO2 1imi.t that is too high. The Administrator i 
mus object. t 

c) The Permit Contains An Erroneous SO2 BACT Limit 
Because DAQ Failed To Determine BACT Based On Fuel 
Cleaning, As Requirebd By the Clean Air Act. 

In addition to considering lower sulfur coal, the BACT analysis for Spurlock 4 

mus consider coal washing. 42 U.S.C. 5 7479(3) (BACT must be based on the maximum t 
achi vable reduction based on "fuel cleaning"). According to the applicant's own t 
anal sisFcoal washing would reduce SO2 emissions at Spurlock 4 by 203 tons per year t 
and ould cost $423 per ton of SO2 removed or prevented. See EKPC Jan. 2006 I 
Sub ittal, Ex. H, p. 8. This is a  cost effective pollution control option that must be used rll 
to es ablish BACT i 

DAQ does not disagree that coal washing is cost effective and must be 

cons dered in a BACT determination. DAQ argues, based on information that was i 
t neve presented in the record and is only allegedly available from an industry wedsite: 

"Coa washing is not uniformly effective in reducing sulfur in eastern coal. According I 
to pTlicly available information at http:/ /www.coaleducation.org, the sulfur content 

of Ea tern Kentucky coal is not significantly reduced by coal washing." Ex. C at p. 56. I 
In ad ition to inappropriately relying on an industry website outside the permit record, P 
is v e 9  
$1,800 

cost effective. Additionally, if the cost of SO2 credits is included, which currently cost between 
and $2,500 per ton, low sulfur fuel is even more cost effective. 

2 8 



I carbons are burned. IGCC is an established technology that is already "available" 

- 

for c mrnercial power production applications and at competitive costs, and within the 

mea ing of 42 U.S.C. §7479(3). See e.g., Gregory B. Foote, Considering Alternatives: The t 
Case or Limiting C02 Emissions From Nezo Pozuer Plants Through Ne.ri? Source Xeviezo, 34 

ELR 0642,10647 & n.54,10659-60; see also Edward Lowe, General Manager, r 

DAQ's 

igncres 

types 

coal 

contains 

method. 

is an 

that 

-- .PA-- - 

rejection of coal washing based on alleged ineffectiveness on East Kentucky coal 

the fact that the applicant is not entitled to its preferred source of coal. Different 

of coal must be considered in a BACT determination. Therefore, if Western 

Kenxcky coal, PRB coal, or another coal source is capable of sulfur reduction through 

washing, it must be considered as the basis for an SO2 BACT limit. The Permit 

an SO2 limit for Spurlock 4 that is too high because it fails to consider coal 

was:~ing, which DAQ and the applicant concede is a cost effective pollution reduction 

The Administrator must object. 

d) The BACT Limits For Unit 4 Are Erroneous Because DAQ 
Unlawfully Failed To Consider The Lower Emission Rates 
Achievable Through Integrated Gasification Combined 
Cycle, A Cleaner Process and Innovative Fuel Combustion 
Technique. 

The Administrator must object to the Permit because it contains limits that do not 

represent BACT. A BACT analysis for a coal fired power plant must include 

cons:.deration of Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle ("IGCC") technology. IGCC 

inherently cleaner production process for the generation of electricity from coal 

-?revents the emissions of regulated pollutanits into the atmosphere by removing 

cont~~minants such as sulfur and mercury from the hydrocarbons in the coal before the 



ication, GE Energy, GEfs Grzszjicafion Developments, presented at Gasification 

2005 Conference, San Francisco, CA., (October 10,2005); Ron Herbanek, 

IGCC constitutes a cleaner production process and an innovative fuel 

stion technique under the definition of BACT. NOx emissions from an IGCC 

re lower than those for modern coal-fired plants. Compare Permit for Elm Road 

ting Station at pp. 110-121 (emission limits for IGCC plant) (attached as Exhibit 

. A at pp. 25-27 (emissio~n limits for Spurlock 4). In fact, U.S. EPA has 

ed IGCC as an inherently low-polluting process in a presentation given by EPA 

tatives. See, e.g., Robert J. Wayland, U.S. EIPA Office of Air and Radiation, \ 

full-:scale 

States: 

MW 

"U.S. EPA's Clean Air Gasification Activities", Presentation to the Gasification 

Council Winter Meeting, January 26,2006; "U.S. EPA's Clean Air 

Presentation at the Platts IGCC Symposium, June 2,2005. 

anal comment rulema~king for New Source Performance 

Mec'lanical Engineering Director, E-Gas and Thomas A. Lynch, Project Development 

Manager, ConocoPhillips, E-Gas Applications for sub-Bituminous Coal, presented at 

Gasification Technologies 2005 Conference, San Francisco, CA, (October, 11 2005). Two 

commercial IGCC electric generating units are in operation in the United 

Cinergys 192 MW unit at Wabash River, Indiana, and Tampa Electric Co.'s 262 

unit at Polk plant. See Resource Systems Group, In, EPIndex, available at 

wwtv.epindex.com. 

Stan ards also found, after investigation, that IGCC is an effective method for ! 
con olling ,502 emissions from the production of steam generated electricity. 4 



-- 

- 

, 

U.S. 

achieves 

the 

Act 

I met od[], system[] and technique,' when enacting the BACT definition in 1977. The 4 1 

- - 
- -- - - -- -- 

[SO2 control] can be accomplished by burning.. . a fuel that 
has been pre-trea ted to remove sulfur from the fuel.. . There 
are two ways to pre-treat coal before combustion to lower 
sulfur emissions: Physical coal cleaning and gasification.. . 
Coal gasification breaks coal (apart into its chemical 
constituents (typically a mixture of carbon monoxide, 
hydrogen, and other gaseous compounds) prior to 
combustion. The product gas is then cleaned of 
contaminants prior to combustion. Gasification reduces SO2 
emissions by over 99 percent. 

EPA, Stnndnrds of Performa~rlce for Electric Utility Steam Generating Units for Which 

Construction is Commenced After September 18,1978,70 Fed. Reg. 9706,9710-11 (February 

28,2005). In summary, IGCC is a different process and combustion technique, which 

much lower emission rates than the process proposed for Spurlock 4. 

IGCC must be considered in a BACT determination. Both the plain language of 

Clean Air Act and the legislative history behind the Act require it. The Clean Air 

requires BACT limits to be "'based on the maximum degree of reduction of each 

poll~.tant.. . achievable for such facility through application of production processes and 

available methods, systems, and techniques, including . . . innovative fuel combustion 

techniques.. . " 42 U.S.C. 5 7479('3). 

I 
con essional history of the BACT definition includes the following discussion: rr 

Congress explicitly recognized IGCC as a 'production process and available 

Mr. HUDDLESTON. Mr. ]President, I send to the 
desk an unprinted amendment. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The amendment will be 
stated. 

The legislatiive clerk read as follows: 



The Senator from Kentucky (Mr. HUDDLESTON) 
proposes an unprinted amendment numbered 387: On page 
18, line 15, after "anent" insei:t "or innovative fuel 
combustion techniques." 

Mr. HUDDLESTON. Mr. President, the proposed 
provisions for application of best available control 
technology to all new major emission sources, although 
having the admirable intent of achieving consistently clean 
air through the required use of best controls, if not properly 
interpreted may deter the use of solme of the most effective 
controls. 

The definition in the committee bill of best available 
control technology indicates a consideration for various 
control strategies by including the phrase "through 
application of production process and available methods, 
systems, and techniques, including fuel cleaning or 
treatment." And I believe it is likely that the concept of 
BACT is intended to include such technolopies as low Btu 
gasification and fluidized bed combustion. But, this 
intention is not explicitly spelled obut, and I am concerned 
that without clarification, the possibiIity of misinterpretation 
would remain. 

It is the purpose of this amendment to leave no doubt 
that in determining best available control technology, all 
actions taken by the fuel user are to be taken into account- be 
they the purchasing or production of fuels which may have 
been cleaned or up-graded through chemical treatment, 
gasification, or liqulefication; use of combustion systems such 
as fluidized bed combustion which specifically reduce 
emissions and/or the post-corrtbustion treatment of 
emissions with cleemup equipment like stack scrubbers. 

The purpose, as I say, is just to be more explicit, to 
make sure there is no chance of misinterpretation. 

Mr. Preside:nt, I believe again that this amendment 
has been checked by the managers of the bill and that they 
are inclined to support it. 

Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, I have also discussed 
this amendment with the distinguished Senator from 
Kentucky. I think it has been worked out in a form I can 
accept. I am happly to do so. I am willing to yield back the 
remainder of my time. 



ong. Rec. 5943435 (June 10,1977) (debate cbn P.L. 95-95) (emphasis added::~. 

Interestingly, DAQ determined early in th~e permitting process for Spurlock 4 

must be considered in a BACT analysis. In a February 9,2005 letter to the 

appl'cant, DAQ states: I 

Lett 

. . .IGCC was excluded from consideration. Justification of 
why IGCC is not appropriate to consider under 401 KAR 
51:017 or sound technical reasons for exclusion must be 
submitted. For instance, CITGO's Lake Charles gasification 
project is scheduled to begin corrunercial operation in the 
first quarter of 2005, the Lima Energy Facility, a 580- 
megawatt coal fired plant, is also not addressed. 

!r from Ben Markin, Comblustion Section Supervisor, Division of Air Quality, to 

Rob rt Hughes, East Kentucky Power Cooperative at 2 (Feb. 9,2005) (on file with Ky. f 
/ DAQ, however, refused to consider IGCC and either establish BACT for Spulock 

4 ba ed on IGCC or reject IGCC: based on energy,. economic or environmental impacts. 1 
DA 's response to Sierra Club's comments states;: u 

IGCC would result in a redefinition of the basic design of the 
project and is not required under a BACT analysis. While 
the Division has asked for a review of IGCC technology in 
recent permits, it is the Division's understanding of the 
BACT review process that a fundamental redefinition of the 
project to an IGCC: process is not required. 

In addition, Steph.en D. Page, Director, Office of Air Quality 
Planning and Standards, recently addressed this issue in his 
letter on December 13, 2005. Director Page determined that 
U.S. EPA "would not require an applicant to consider IGCC 
in a BACT analysjis for a SCPC unit." While the Division is 
aware that this determination of U.S. EPA is being 
challenged, we find that letter is consistent with the 
Division's understanding of the Act and regulations. 



d Ex. at p. 44. 

I Contrary to DAQ's misinterpretation of the Clean Air Act, a BACT limit must be 

for each pollutant subjected to regulation under 

from, such facility.. ." 42 U.S.C. 5 7475(a) 

establish 

maicr 

based on cleaner production processes and innovative fuel combustion 

teck~iques such as IGCC. Establishing BACT basled on cleaner processes for generating 

e1ect:icity from coal does not "redefine the source." The Clean Air Act states that "& 

emitting faciIity . . . may be constructed.. . unless.. . the proposed facility is subject 

the s e type of "major emitting facility." 

An IGCC and a CFB are both electric generating techniques. In 1998 EPA 

ado ted a nitrogen oxide limit as part of its new slource performance standards that 

appl ed to all new electric generating units, regardless of whether it uses pulverize'd 

coal r IGCC combustion technologies. Revision qf Standnrds of Performrrnce for Nitrogen I 
and 

the 

requ.re 

Oxid Emissions From Nen? Fossil-Fuel Fired S t e m  Genemting Units, 63 Fed. Reg. 49442 

(Sep mber 16,1998). Additionally, on February 218,2005 EPA proposed to revise its 

new ource performance standards for the new electric generating units source category 

and, gain, did not distinguish between pulverized coal and IGCC technologies. 70 i 

1:a)(4) (emphasis added). EPA's "redefining the source" policy is nothing more than 

recopition that BACT is applied to the "major emitting facility," and does not 

a different "major emitting facility." The "'redefining the source" policy has no 

appl:.cation in this case, where IGCC and the proposed CFB combustion technique are 

Fed. eg. 9706 (Feb. 28,2005). In this recent rulemaking EPA treats all electric P 



gen rating units that burn coal,-- including gasified coal and CFB-- as the same source I 
cate ory, and therefore as the same "source." TEds is consistent with the Clean Air Act B 
defi ition of "major emitting facility," which refers to a broad industrial category, such r 

fuel steam electric plant" and "iron and steel mill plants," and not to a specific 

process or technique used. 42 U.S.C. § 7479(1). It is also consistent with 

of "major emitting facility" based on the two digit classification 

Industrial Classification Manual ("SIC Manual"). See 

Adoption, and SubmitiLal of Implementation Plans; Approval and 

Plans, 45 Fed. Reg. 52676,52694-95 (Aug. 7,1980). IGCC 

Group 49: Electric Services," the same type of 

by the applicant. In summary, IGCC and 

and, therefore, DAQ must establish 

based on the cleaner IGCC process, which does not redefine the source. 

Furthermore, U.S. EPA has long recognizeld that the "redefining the source" 

only applies when it would force the applicant to forego its industrial purpose 

for a different commercial venture. In re Pennsauken County, PSD Appeal No. 88-8 pp. 

10-1 (interpreting the "redefining the source" to prevent a municipal waste incinerator I 
to coFde r  electrical generation in a BACT analysis); In re Hibbing Taconite Company, 2 

E.A. . at n. 12 (Adm'r 1989) (reaffirming that the "redefining the source" policy only b 
if the applicant would be forced to change the fundamental purpose of its 



Ad inistrator determined that BACT cannot "redefine the source" from a waste 4 

the 

instead, 

power 

activity: 

corn ustor to a power plant. P 

In Pennsauken County, Nt?li!.ro Jersev, Resource Recovery Facility the petitioner asked 

EiPA Administrator to deny a PSD permit to a1 municipal waste combustor artd, 

require the county to dispose of its waste by co-firing it with coal in existing 

plants. PSD Appeal No. 88-8 at 10 (Adm'r, Nov. 10,1988). The petitioner in 

Pennsnuken County asked the EF'A to order the applicant to engage in a different type of 

electricity generation, rather than waste disposal. Not surprisingly, the 

Petitioner Filipczak's fundamental objections to the 
Pennsauken permit are not with the control technolony, but 
rather, with the municipal waste colmbustor itself. He urges 
rejection of the combustor in favor of co-firing a mixture of 
20% refuse derived fuel and 80% coal at existing power 
plants. These objections are beyond the scope of this 
proceeding and therefore are not reviewable under 40 C.F.R. 
124.19, which restricts review to "conditions" in the permit. 
Permit conditions are imposed for the purpose of ensuring 
that the proposed source of polluitant emissions-- here, a 
municipal waste combustor-- uses emission control systems 
that represent BACT, thereby reducing the emissions to the 
maximum degree possible. These control systems, as stated 
in the definition of BACT, may require application of 
"production processes and available methods, systems, and 
techniques, including fuel cleaning as treatment or 
innovative fuel combustion techiiques" to control the 
emissions. The permit conditions that define these systems 
are imposed on the source as the applicant has defined it.. . 
[Tlhe source itself is not a condition of the permit. 

;auken County at 10-11 (emphasis added). Th~e Administrator subsequently 

reaff rmed the Pennsauken County decision and exlplained that "source," within the 1 
new1 created "redefining the source" policy, refers to a source category. b. 



In Pennsauken, the petitioner was urging EPA to reject the 
proposed source (a municipal waste combustor) in favor of 
using existing power plants to co-fire a mixture of 20% 
refuse derived fuel and 80% coal. In other words, the 
petitioner was seek in^ to substitute power plants (having as 
a fundamental purpose the genei:ation of electricity) for a 
municipal waste combustor (having as a fundamental 
purpose the disposal of municipal waste). . . 

Hibbing Taconite Company, 2 E.A.D. at n. 12 (Adm'r 1989) (parentheticals original, 

asis added). After clarifying that the "redefining the source" policy only prevents 

a type of industrial category for another, the Administrator explicitly 

reje ed the idea that the "redefining the source" policy prohibits consideration of t 
clea er processes as long as the fundamental purpose remains the same. t 

[Olne argument that could be malde is that the Region, by 
requiring the burning of natural gas to be an alternative to 
be considered in the BACT analysis [for a petroleum coke- 
fired plant], is seeking to "redefine the source." Traditionally, 
EPA has not required a PSD applicant to redefine the 
fundamental scope of its project.. . [The redefining the 
source] argument has no merit in this case. 

EPA regulations define major stationary sources by their 
product or purpose !e.g;., "steel mill," "municipal 
incinerator," "taconite ore processin plant," etc.L not by fuel 
choice. Here, Wbing  will continue to manufacture the same 
product (i.e., taconite pellets) regardless of whether it burns 
natural gas or petroleum coke. .. The record here indicates 
that there are other taconite plants that burn natural gas, or a 
combination of natural gas and other fuels. Thus, it is 
reasonable for Hibbing to consider natural gas as an 
alternative in its BACT analysis. 

r explained that the "redefining the source" policy did not allow the permitting 

Id. at 

1 y to blindly accept the source design, or fuel, proposed by the applicant. Id. In 

842-843 (parenthetical original, emphasis ad'ded). In fact, the Administrator 



this ase DAQ argues that it is restricted to the specific facility design proposed by the 1 
app icant. This is a misinterpretation of the Clean Air Act. At most, DAQ is restricted I 
to t e source category (i.e., electric services), which is irrelevant here because IGCC and I 

e) The BACT Limits For PM and SAM For Unit 4 Are 
Erroneous Because They Fail To Include a Visible 
Emission Standard, 111 Addition to An Emission Rate 
Limit, As Required B y  The Kentucky SIP. 

CFB 

I 
The Administrator mu!;t object to the Permit because the BACT limits for Unit 4 

do n t contain a visible emissioin limit as required by the definition of BACT contained 

are the same category. 

Kentucky SIP. DAQ erroneously believes that no visible emission limit based on 

for Unit 4. Specifically, DAQ asserts: 

An agency may use opacity as an emission limitation. There 
is neither a federal requirement nor a state requirement to 
have an opacity limit other than that contained in the 
applicable regulations. For this to be the case, one would 
have to read that opacity were [sic] a regulated pollutant. 
Opacity may be an indicator of particulate matter, fumes, 
gases or vapor, but it is not an independent entity to be 
regulated. Opacity is the property for the absorption of 
light, an appropriate indicator for a variety of air pollution 
concerns, but not i3 regulated NSR pollutant. The regulated 
NSR pollutant PM/PM10 will be monitored with PM CEMs. 
This will provide a continuous method for ensuring 
compliance with the particulate mabter emissions standard. 

Ex. (I at p. 46. This response can be simplified as stating that DAQ: 1) does not beIieve 

I 
I pacity is a "regulated NSR pollutant;" and 2) believes that the pollutants that 

cons itute "visible emissions" (e.g., PM/PM10) are adequately monitored without a 1 
visib e emission standard. DAQ is wrong. t I 



-- 

In the Kentucky SIP, BACT is defined as an "emissions limitation, including a 

. . ." 401 KAR 51:001, S~ection l(25); see also 42 U.S.C. § 7479(3); 

; a non-discretionary requirement to include a visible 

limit for pollutants constituting visible emissions (i.e., 

a BACT limit for PM, PM10, or SAM typically includes 

s per hour or pounds per million Btu heat input), a 

so "includ[e] a visible emission standard." Id. 

PMlO and SAM are adequately measured through the 

in language of the Kentucky SIP requires BACT limits 

Other recent coal plant permits include visible emission as part of the BACT 

the Mid-America facility in Council Bluffs has an 

R Permit No. 03-A-425-P, §10a (Permit available 

080/ psd/ 7801026/ PSD-PN-02-258/ 03-A-425- 

). The Wisconsin Department of Natural 

T for the Fort Howard (Fort James) Paper 

to Ex. El p. 8. The Minnesota Pollution 

nd determined that a 5% opacity limit should 

. B at p,p. 15,22,26,40. U.S. EPA also 

ased on BACT, in a draft PSD permit issued 

. See Exhibit L at p. 6. Moreover, the 

mission standard based on BACT. See 



Application p. 3-7 Table 3-2,3-9 (Sept. 13,2004) ("East Kentucky Power is 

a BACT limit of 20% opacity.. ."). 

1 Furthermore, DAQ is flat wrong that visible emissions is not a "regulated NSR 

poll tant" under the Kentucky SIP. BACT is required for "each regulated NSR t 
which is defined to include each "pollutant that is subject to any standard 

under 41 [sic] U.S.C. 7411." 401 KAR 51:001, sec. l(25) and (210)(b). 

emissions, or "opacity," is regulated pursuant to NSPS standards promulgated 

U.S.C. 5 7411. 40 C.F.R. 5 60.43b(f). Therefore, it is a "regulated NSR 

and a BACT limit must be established for it. 401 KAR 51:001, sec. l(25) and 

(210 (b). Because the Permit lacks a BACT7 limit for visible emissions, the I .  
Ad inistrator must object. 4 

f) The Permit Fails To Include A BACT Limit For PM2.5, As 
Required By the Clean Air Ad. 

The Permit does not include a BACT limit for PM2.5 emissions from Unit 4. 

ckyfs PSD program, which is incorporated into the Kentucky SIP, requires a 

limit "for & regulated NSR pollutant for which the source has the potential to 

emit in significant amounts." 401 KAR 51 :017, sec. 8(2). A "regulated NSR pollutant" 

contains an opacity limit of 20%, except that a maximum of twenty-seven percent for not 
six-minute per hour. Permit (Ex.A) at p. 26 7 c. This limit is based on the NSPS standard in 

and not on BACT level control. Id. BACT for a CFB boiler is much lower than 20%. For 
Northside CFB in Jacksonville, Florida, conducted a compliance test during the summer 

high-sulfur coal, and measured opacity of less than 2%. William Goodrich, eta]., 
the First Year Operafion of JEA's Northside Generating Station, Presented at 
to Ex. B). Testing done by Black & Veatch for the Department of Energy 

JEA facility of 1.1 and 1.0% opacity. See Black & Veatch, Fuel Capabilify 
IEA Large-Scde CFB Combustion Dernonstrafion Project, DOE Issue Rev. 1 



includes 

42 

NSR 

PM2.5 

Arne~ican 

PM2.5 

pt. 3,2004)(Ex. 11 to Ex. B). Therefore, the failure to include a BACT visible emission limit results 
emission limit in the Permit that is too lax. The Administrator must object to the Permit. 

any "pollutant for which a national ambient air quality standard has been 

prornulgated.. ." and any other "pollutant that otherwise is subject to regulation under 

U.S.C. 7401 to 7671q.. .." 401 KAR 51:001, sec. 1(210)(a), (d). PM2.5 is a "regulated 

pollutant" because EPA established a "national ambient air quality standard for 

in 1997. 62 Fed. Reg. 38711; 40 C.F.R. 5 50.7. The Court of Appeals rejected 

indushyls collateral attacks on the rule in 2002, upholding the PM2.5 NAAQS. 

Trucking Associafions, Inc. v. EPA, 283 F.3d 355 (D.C. Cir. 2002). Therefore, 

is both a pollutant for which a NAAQS is established and a pollutant subject to 

Spurlock 

401 

51:017, 

EPA 

refer 

involve 

Nothing 

U.S. 

regu.ation under the Clean Air Act, either of which makes PM2.5 a "regulated NSR 

pollutant" under 401 KAR 51:001, sec. l(210). Furthermore, PM2.5 will be emitted from 

4 in a "significant" amount because it will be emitted at "any emission rate." 

KAR 51:001, sec. 1(221)(b). Therefore, a BACT limit for PM2.5 is required. 401 KAR 

sec. 8(2). Nevertheless, the Permit does not contain a BACT limit for PM2.5 

emissions. This is an error that requires objection from the Administrator. 

DAQ refused to include a BACT limit for PM2.5. It asserts that "[alt this time, US 

has not established implementation protocols nor have they promulgated 

mce test methods for the PM2.5 standard. A11 EPA guidance and procedures 

using PMlO as a surrogate for PM2.5." Ex. C at p. 48. This is irrelevant. 

in the Kentucky SIP conditions the requirement to establish BACT limits on 

13PA first establishing implementation protocols and reference test methods. 401 



51:001, sec. 1(210), (221), and 401 KAR 51:017, sec. 8(2). Additionally, DAQ's 

rent reliance on PMlO as a surrogate is arbitrary. The premise for U.S. EPA 

esta lishing NAAQS for PM2.5 was that the PMlO standards were not sufficient. In P 
ligh of that finding, reverting to compliance with PMlO standards as a surrogate for I 
~ ~ 4 . 5  standards is inadequate. Moreover, EPA's "guidance" that DAQ refers to does I 
not nd cannot bind states or the EPA as a matter of law and cannot negate the I 

irement in the Kentucky SIP to set a BACT limit for every pollutant for which U.S. 

has established a NAAQS. See Memorandum from Stephen Page, Implementation 

of N w Source Review Requirements in PM-2.5 Nonattainment Areas, p. 4 ("The ii 
ents of [the 1997 Seitz memo] do not bind State and local governments and the 

publ'c as a matter of law."). The Administrator must object to the Permit and DAQ "'t , 
mus include a BACT limit for PM2.5. I 

g) The Permit Contains An Erroneous BACT Limit For PM 
Emissions From the Cooling Tower For Unit 4 Because 
DAQ Unlawfully Restricted Its Analysis To the Facility 
Design Desired By the Applicant. 

PM and PMlO emissions will result from the cooling towers planned for 

4. Sierra Club provided comments and evidence demonstrating that BACT for 

emissions was the use of a less polluting cooling process- and air cooled 

cond2nser 

elimiaate 

ACC 

Spurlock 

("ACC"). Ex. B. at pp. 39-40. DAQ does not disagree that an ACC would 

nearly all of the PM/PMlO emissions from the cooling process, nor that an 

is cost-effective when compared to the entire cooling process proposed for 

4 (cooling tower, raw water clarification, and intake structures). Instead, DAQ 

42 
I 



res icts a BACT determination to the specific equipment desired by the applicant. I 
The Division acknowledges the comment but does not 
concur. A cooling tower is an intepral part of the design of 
the facility. Given that EKPC has chosen to build a faciliw 
employ in^ a cooling tower as part of the process, a drift 
eliminator with a maximum drift rate of 0.0005%, as 
included in the permit, is BACT. 

Ex. f at p. 49. There is nothing to support DAQ's interpretation of BACT wherein the 

per itting agency is restricted to the "integral design" chosen by the applicant. To the T 
con ary, the Clean Air Act requires BACT to be established based on lower polluting 1 
"pr uction processes and available methods [and] systems.. . for control of each =r 
poll tant." 42 U.S.C. 5 7479(3). DAQ's interpretation of the Clean Air Act would i 
restr ct BACT to the equipment designated as "integral" by the applicant. An applicant I 
coul deem Selective Non-catalytic Reduction as "integral" and avoid BACT based on ! 
Sele tive Catalytic Reduction. Or an applicant could deem an Electrostatic Precipitator 1 
as "i tegral" as avoid BACT based on a baghouse. This not only undermines BACT, f 

I has no basis in law. The Administrator must object to the Permit because the 

BAC limit for PM/PMlO emissions from the cooling tower for Unit 4 is premised on r 
oneous interpretation of BACT. A correct interpretation would result in a much 

PM/PM10 emission rate. 



h) The Limit on PM/PM10 Emissions From the Cooling 
Tower Includes Deficient Monitoring and Reporting. 

/ The PM limit for the cooling towers requires the cooling tower to "utilize 

0.00 5% Drift Eliminators." Permit, Ex. A, p. 67. This is not BACT, and it is not an I 
enfo ceable emission limit. The Permit only requires that the cooling tower "utilize P 
0.00 5% Drift Eliminators." Drift rate, by itself, does not correspond to PM emissions. 1 

PM is formed when the drift from a cooling tower evaporates and leaves 

Nor 

min rals and other solids that had been dissolved in the drift as suspended particulate i 

is "drift" a regulated pollutant. The Permit rnust contain a BACT limit for 

in th aif. Therefore, PM/PMlO emissions result from the drift fraction (i.e., 0.0005% I 
the concentration of dissolved solids in the circulating water, and the circulating 

flow rate. Absent a limit on the dissolved solids in the circulating water, and the 

max mum circulating water flow, a 0.0005% drift rate does not Iimit PM. An effective 1 
limit must either directly Iimit PM/PM10, or must regulate all necessary factors 

that esult in PM/PMlO emissions. The Permit must limit the concentration of dissolved i 
solid in the circulating water and the circulating water flow rate, in addition to the drift i. 
rate om the cooling tower. Notably, the Permit requires monitoring of dissolved e I 
solid and "maximum pumping capacity," acknowledging that these are important I. 
facto s in determining PM/PM10 emissions from the cooling tower. Permit (Ex. A) at i 



Furthermore, the Permit does not require a correlation between PM/PM10 

and the flow rate, dissolved solids, and drift rate. Id. Furthermore, the 

on a one-time drift rate test, over the entire life of the cooling tower, rather 

drift rate tests. Id. This is not sufficient monitoring to demonstrate 

with the applicable limit. A Title V permit must require 

ensure that the source is in continuous compliance with the 

relevant time periods. 40 C.F.R. 55 70.6(a)(3)(i)(B). If operating 

each 

spec 

Matt4.r 

parameters - such as drift, flow rate, and dissolved solids-- are relied upon to 

dem~nstrate compliance, the permit must either: (1) establish an enforceable range for 

of these parameters that correlates to compliance with the relevant limits; or (2) 

.fy a method for establishing such a range and provide that such range is an 

enfo::ceable permit requirement. i n  fke Mntter of Midri~est Generation, LLC, Waukegnn 

Generation Stntion, at pp. 20-21; see also Georgia Pacijic, at pages 24-25; Doe Run; In tlze 

of Dunkirk Pozoer LLC; In the Matter of Oxy Vinyls, LP, Louisville, Kentucky. The 

Adrrinistrator must object because the Permit contains deficient monitoring for 

PM/PMlO emissions from the cooling tower. 

Additionally, the Administrator should object to the Permit because DAQ did 

not 

flow 

flow 

In the 

respond to Sierra Club's comments regarding the need to limit dissolved solids and 

rate. See Ex. B at pp. 38-39 (Sierra Club comments regarding dissolved solids and 

rate); Ex. C at p. 49 (DAQ response addressing only Sierra Club's ACC comment); 

Matter of Mid~i~est Generation, L LC, Waukegan Generating Station, Petition No. V- 



200 -5 p. 4 (Adm'r Sept. 22,2005) (objecting to Title V permit when the permitting 1 
age cy failed to respond to comments raised by the public). 9' 

i) The Permit Fails To Include a BACT Limit for Mercury and 
Beryllium as Required By the Kentucky SIP At the Time 
the Permit Was Issued. 

I The Permit must contain a BACT limit for mercury and beryllium emissions 

Unit 4, pursuant to 401 KAR 51:017. The existing Kentucky SIP-at the time the 

it was issued-- requires BACT limits for facilities that emit mercury in a 

"si ificant" amount. The level at which mercury and beryllium emissions are emitted rf 
in a 'significant" amount has recently been changed in the Kentucky administrative 1 
regulations, but the change has not yet been approved by the EPA. EPA proposed to 

ado t Kentucky's SIP revisions, 71 Fed. Reg. 6988, but had not issued a final rule to this 4 
effec before the Permit was issued. Therefore, it is the existing SIP that controls and a I 

limit is required for mercury and beryllium. See General Motors Corp. u. Unzted 

U.S. 530,540 (1990) ("There can be little or no doubt that the existing SIP 

"applicable implementation plan" even after the State has submitted a 

United States v. Murphy Oil USA, Inc., 143 F.Supp.2d 1054,llbl 

cannot be changed without EPA approval). 

Moreover, the new rules also require a BACT limit for mercury. Because 

ry is "subject to [a] standard promulgated under 4[2] U.S.C. 7411," it is a 

NSR pollutant" under 401 KAR 51:001, sec. l(210). See Standards of 

for New and Existing Stationary Sources: Electric Utility Steam Generating 

70 Fed. Reg. 28606 (May 18,2005) (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. pt. 60) 



ishing limits for mercury pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 5 7411). As a "regulated NSR 

t" a BACT limit is required by 401 KAR 51:017, sec. 8. See also 401 KAR 51:001. 

)(b) (because mercury is not listed in 401 KAR 51:001, sec. 1(221)(a), any 

f mercury emission is a "significant" amount.). 

DAQ responded that it is not required to establish a BACT limit for mercury or 

because Section 112 of the Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. 5 7412, sets forth 

nts for hazardous air pollutants. See Response to Comments, Ex. C, p. 73. 

, DAQ relies on 42 U.S.C. § 7412(b)(6), which notes that "[tlhe provisions of 

ention of significant deterioration) shall not apply to pollutants listed under 

Id. DAQ's response is in error for two reasons. First, the requirement to 

ACT limit for mercury and beryllium is contained in Kentucky's SIP, and 

the Clean Air Act. See 401 KAR 51:017, sec. 8 and 51:001, sec. l(210). 

on 112 of the Clean Air Act is expressly not intended to preempt a more 

irement established under either part C of the Act or a SIP. 42 U.S.C. 6j 

7412 d)(7). Therefore, DAQ erred as a matter of law in omitting BACT limits for 1 
mere ry and beryllium and the Administrator must object. 1 

Dated this 15th day of August, 2006. 

Attorneys for Sierra Club 

SIERRA CLUB 
Bruce E. Nilles 



BEFORE THE ADMINISTRATOR 

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY - 

e Matter of the Proposed Revised 
I.D. No. 735057950 

Permit for the East Kentucky 

Po er Cooperative, Inc. Hugh L. Spurlock Revised Permit No. 735057950-PI0 

Ge rating Station in Maysville, Kentucky t 
osed by the Kentucky Environmental Protection Cabinet Department for 

Protection Division for Air Quality on June 12,2006. 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

EOFWISCONSIN ) 
ss 

DANE ) 

I make this statement under oath and based on personal knowledge. On this day 

I caubed to be served upon the following persons a copy of Sierra Club's Petition to the 

Unit d States Environmental Protection Agency In the Matter of the Proposed ~evised i 
Ope ting Permit for the East Kentucky Power Cooperative, Inc. Hugh L. Spurlock 1. 
Gen ating Station in Maysville, Kentucky, via Certified Mail, Return Receipt $r 
Req sted: T 

Stephen L. Johnson I 

US EPA Administrator 
Ariel Rios Building 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W. 
Washington, DC 20460 



Environment and Public Protection Cabinent 
Department for Environmental Protection 
Division of Air Quality 
803 Shenkel Lane 
Frankfurt, KY 40601 

East Kentucky Power Cooperative, Inc. 
Hugh L. Spurlock Generating Station 
P.O. Box 707 
Winchester, KY 40392-0707 

East Kentucky Power Cooperative, Inc. 
Hugh L. Spurlock Generating Station 
1301 West 2nd Street 
Maysville, KY 41056 

I 

~ a t e b  : August 15,2006 

sign4d and sworn to before me 
f August, 2006. = 

Public, State of Wisconsin 
is permanent. 


